An hybrid approach combining frames/object oriented and Petri Nets paradigms for modelling, evaluating and supervising FMS/FAS is presented. Application examples in the context of a pilot FMS/F AS system are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to provide a hybrid approach for dealing with a class of control problems occurring in manufacturing flow control. In modem production systems, the introduction of automated flexible manufacturing and assembly systems (FMS/FAS) has increased the need for efficient production planning and control techniques. FMS/FAS can produce multiple types and variants of products using various resources, such as robots, multipurpose machines, etc. While the increased flexibility of a FMS/FAS provides a greater number of choices of resources and routings, it imposes a challenging problem; i.e. the allocation of given resources to different processes required in making each product, the planning of the activities to accomplish the best efficiency and the actual link between a global control program and the real controllers of each manufacturing resource.
Traditionally, the routing of a part to complete a sequence of required processes is considered planning, and the assignement of resources according to the determined routing is considered scheduling. In a FMS/FAS, the planning and the scheduling should be collectively carried out to take advantage of the flexibility of the system. Since a machine in the FMS/F AS can be used for multiple jobs and there are choices of resources to be used, the assignement of resources
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-scheduling-must be considered when the routing of a part is planned [1] .
In this paper we present a hybrid platform to assist in designing, modelling and analysis of FMS/FAS, which uses a Petri Net formulation and frame/object oriented modelling. Petri Nets constitute a mathematical and graphical tool for modelling and analysis of discrete-event systems, which allow to easily represent parallelism and synchronization of activities [2] . Frames/Object oriented programming is introduced to model the structural and operational facets of the manufacturing resources and to establish a link between the model and the local controllers. The proposed platform allows to link object oriented models of FMS/FAS developed by UNINOV A [3] [4] [5] with a Petri Net based simulation and evaluation software (SIMRdP) developed by UNSJ [6, 7] The structure is designed to be interactive with the real world, to perform monitoring and control tasks on the actual FMS/F AS system. Figure 1 shows the general structure of the proposed system. The system consists of the following parts: 1. A model for derivation of a Petri Net from a task plan. This plan is a graph, represented in frames, that describes the production tasks at the operational level. 2. A module for creation of structural and operational model of the FMS/FAS, based on a frame/object oriented representation and a subsystem for derivation of Petri Net models of the FMS/F AS system. 3. A module for editing, evaluation (simulation, structural and quantitative analysis) of FMS/F AS system modelled by means of Petri Nets. 4. A module to synthetize a control supervision program from the analyzed Petri Net. 5. A neutral file for linking the above mentioned modules. This data structure is important as the various modules are separetely developed by the two universities.
GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

STRUCTURAL AND OPERATIONAL MODELS
In our approach the frame representation paradigm, with some facets of OOP, is adopted to model the structure and operational behaviour of the manufacturing system.
Structural aspects
The various examples to be discussed in order to introduce the main modelling concepts use a cell as the basic modelling unit. A cell is a composite entity that is capable of making some transformation, movement or storage related to some product or part. In structural terms, each cell has components to support the input of parts, an agent to perform the transforming actions and components to support the output of products/processed parts. The input, output and agent elements will be supported by manufacturing components. Some components can only support one function but there are others components which can support more than one function. Components adapt themselves to the roles they can perform. Some components are more adaptable than others. For instance, a Conveyor belt is very flexible because it can perform an input, output or agent role, but a CNC machine only can play an agent role.
The generic cell concept can be specialised by activity. There can be cells specialised in assembly, painting, welding, storage, machining, transportation, etc. A shop floor is just a set of specialised cells.
Metaknowledge can be associated to each specialised cell to represent the specificities of its application domain. For each domain, the specific cell has the same structure as the generalised Cell concept (Input Agent, Processing Agent, Output Agent) but the domain and cardinality of the implementing components is different in each specialisation ( Figure 2 Figure 2 • Example concepts of cell, assembly cell and component.
At this stage it is convenient to clarify the concepts of~' input and output, and their relationships to the components/manufacturing resources.
Components are entities which participates in the productive process with a specific function and can be controlled by a computational entity. Components models are context independent descriptions of their static and dynamic characteristics. A robot component model (Figure 2 ), for instance, includes all the characteristics which completely characterize its structural and dynamic aspects.
A robot agent is a model of a robot and associated resources, like tools or auxiliary sensors, when inserted in a particular context. A robot can play different roles (Figure 4 ) in different contexts. The (expected) behaviour of a robot in an Assembly context is different from its behaviour in a spot welding context. On the other hand, when a robot is performing a given role, it may resort to auxiliary resources, like tools, sensors, buffers, etc., that extend the robot's functionality in order to fulfil the functionality required by this role. A robot agent is, therefore, a model of the robot when playing a particular role and extended by selected attributes inherited from the auxiliary resources.
The entity that effectively participates as an assembly robot, for instance, is one which has those characteristics from the robot component model to perform the assembly role.
The agent entity ASSEMBLY _ROBOT is a structure which is supported by two relations: performs and played_by ( Figure 3 ). The relation performs assures the inheritance of the role characteristics to the structure while played_by assures the inheritance of those agent relevant aspects, from the component. Main_attributes and component_attrib are attributes to be used by played_by and performs relations. A cell is made of entities that are playing different roles. This modular approach to cell representation facilitates the creation of complex systems by simple "concatenation" of cells. A particular manufacturing unit is made of several subsystems (Transportation Cells, Painting Cell, Assembly Cell, ... ). A manufacturing unit could be modelled by aFMS/FAS entity, which has access to all characteristics and functionalities of the subsystems involved in the Unit.
FRAME ASSBMBLY_ROBOT
The frame representation paradigm, specially when it allows the definition of new relations, is quite adequate to model this kind of structures.
Dynamic or Operational Aspects
Dynamic aspects are related to the components internal state changes. The dynamism presented by components is achieved through controller actions. Every component with dynamics must have a controller associated to it. The way the model reflects physical changes on the component and the way physical component reflects model changes is the most important point when discussing dynamic aspects.
Dynamic aspects can also be discussed with two different views: (1) considering the components as isolated entities or (2) considering complex structures, like cells, made of components. In the first view the key point is how components are actuated, without any concerns about their interrelationships. In the second view, aspects related to synchronisation are the most important ones (this will be analysed in the PETRI NETs chapter). In this point the concern is with the first view. A component is related to its controller by a controlled_by relation while the controller relates to its component by a controls relation. One of the most important points in this discussion is the way a controller model is connected to the local controller. This connection is sometimes not easy because it involves the cooperation of two different computational worlds: the computational world where the model runs and the real controller. To make things even more difficult, sometimes, real controllers have closed architectures. From our experience, a lot of effort has usually to be put in trying to open real controllers architecture, and implies the production of an interpreter that runs on it. This interpreter accepts commands from an image that runs in the modelling world.
The methods of a Controller model implement the actions that are needed to send the right commands to the real controller. The real controller image should be developed using a clientserver approach. In this way, implementation methods can ask this server to perform the needed actions. These methods hide the underlying hardware structure from the application, i.e., any application using a robot component doesn't need to know anything about the real robot controller and its image or server. The applications only know what functionalities are provided by the robot component model. This approach could be very suitable to integrate existing controllers, making the integration of legacy systems an easier task. Figure 8 illustrates this approach that was followed in the Uninova's FMS/FAS system (NovaF!ex). 
t.ocalCor11roUer
The Aexible Manufacturing and Assembly System --NovaFlex --installed at the Center for Intelligent Robotics (CRI) of UNINOV A was conceived as a demonstration unit able to handle a set oftypical activities of a Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) system [4] .
Besides the machining and assembly subsystems, the Pilot Unit includes a storage component, an input section for raw materials, a delivery section for finished products and a transportation subsystem that links all the other components. The transportation medium is a pallet-based conveyor belt. Each pallet can be adapted to transport different kinds of parts and products.
As one of the basic design goals, the system was required not to be restricted to a particular type of product. The objective was to build a relatively generic infrastructure, that could be adaptable to a range of products with minimal setup effort. The requirement was for a flexible infrastructure, with a representative set of manufacturing resources, and not a special purpose system.
Another very important aspect is the possibility of different groups being simultaneously using different subsystems of the Unit for separate experiments. As a matter of fact, this situation is expected to be the most common practice during the system's life time.
These requirements led to an architecture in which NOV AFLEX can be operated either as an integrated FMS/FAS system or as a set of isolated subsystems (machining, assembly, transportation and storage, etc.). This last aspect has particular consequences on the design of the control architecture.
Therefore, the need to support these different research areas implied the design of a flexible architecture, from the topology to the control points of view. An easy reconfiguration of its operating mode is an important requirement to support concurrent research activities.
FMS/FAS EVALUATION USING PETRI NETS
In this chapter it is proposed to use Temporized Petri Nets (TPNs), as a discrete event specification tool for modelling the FMS/FAS under study. Petri Nets (PN) have been designed specifically to model FMS/F AS [8-1 0] They provide suitable models due to the following reasons:
• PNs capture the precedence relations and structural interactions of unpredictable, concurrent, and asynchronous events. In addition, their graphical nature helps to visualize such complex systems.
• Deadlock, conflicts, and buffer sizes can be modelled easily and efficiently.
• PNs models represent a hierarchical modelling tool with a well-developed mathematical and graphical foundation.
• PNs allow the use of different abstraction level models and the use of powerful modelling methodologies: refinement and modular composition, each of them with its corresponding validation analysis.
It is very important to take into account that the main functions of production/assembly systems, be them flexible or not, are to input raw material, to perform a certain number of transformation tasks, assemble and disassemble of initial parts and, finally, to output finished parts. Therefore, the designer has to identify the input and output sequences of material parts, at the same time all the elementary operations which have to be applied on these parts, and the main characteristics of the resources (turning, milling machines, manipulators, AGVs, etc.) involved in each of these operations.
According to the above considerations, the Petri Net based simulator -SIMRdP-has a logical model where:
• One place is associated to one state of the produced part in its operating sequence, or the state of a resource (iddle or busy by a part).
• One transition is associated to only one operation on the produced part, or to the assembly operation of several parts.
• One token is associated to one material part, or information about the resources of the FMS.
• To each place of the net, a capacity place or capacity monitor is associated to indicate the maximum number of tokens this place may have [ll] .This capacity is introduced to indicate that a buffer, a storage area, or another resource can only contain a limited number of parts at one time.
In addition, all the resources and operations verify the following set of constraints:
• The operations are completed in finite time, and they can be decoupled from the time point of view.
• One part is submitted to only one operation at a time, and each resource can perform only one task at a time.
• One separate part can be submitted only to transformational or informational functions. A transformational function consists in modifying the physical attributes of the part (shape, constitution, surface, etc.). They are the machining functions: turning, milling, manipulation, and conditioning functions: termical treatment, painting, washing, etc .. An informational function consists in verifying that the operations have been accomplished correctly.
Functional Analysis
After the modelling, the designer must develop a complete study and proof for the correct behaviour of the modelled system specifications. In order to derive the functional (i.e., logical) properties, the structure of the Petri Net model is considered for the analysis, which is called qualitative validation in the literature. For developing the qualitative validation, it is possible to use some of the methods which are extensively described in the literature of Petri Nets [8, 12] . According to the structural characteristics of the Petri Nets used in this approach, it has been developed a software tool [l3],which includes the following Petri Net analysis methods: the Coverability Graph method by means of simulation of the Petri Net token-game [ 12] and Structural Analysis for obtaining the p-and t-invariant relationships of the net [12] . After performing the simulation of the net evolution, and obtaining the invariants relationships, very important conclusions on the net behaviour, concerning the dynamics of the modelled system can be stated, such as: boundedness, liveness, and reversibility of the net; reachability of some special state -marking-of the net; mutual exclusion among marking of places; capacity of storage zones and other modelled resources; the development of managing strategies for the optimal firing of transitions -optimal sequence of modelled operations-and refining of the modelled control processes, by adding, for instance, a new resource. Only if the Petri Net model has good behaviour properties, like the ones above described, the designer can reach the next stage of the design methodology, using a temporized Petri Net model. This new stage corresponds to the performance validation of the modelled system. SIMRdP enables to work with the following kinds of Petri Net models: ordinary Petri Nets, generalized Petri Nets, Petri Nets with predicates associated to their transitions and temporized Petri Nets with tyue associated to their transitions.
Remark:
For modelling with each one of the above named kinds of Petri Nets, it is necessary to take into account the use of monitor places, when the net has places with capacity [11] .
Performance analysis of FMS/F AS modelled through Temporized Petri Nets
Basic concepts
A flexible Manufacturing/Assembly System (FMS/FAS) -whether simple or complex-includes any raw materials, tools, operators, and control policies for the operation of the equipments. At the sector level, it also includes flow of material and information through a collection of tools. It can even extend to the procurement, production and distribution networks of suppliers, plants, and distributors. Using computer simulation for modeling and analyzing such systems helps the designers to predict and improve a system's performance, as measured by such elements as capacity, cycle time, inventory, utilization, service level, and costs.
Once a model of the system is developed and running, the simulation qualitative analysis tool come to play. Information about the dynamics and kinematics of the involved equipment of the FMS/FAS, the product routing, and the production and parts-availability schedules must be inputs to the software simulator. Using the graphical user interface of the simulator, these inputs could be described and modified easily without programming.
Information such as the production capacity of machines on the FMS/FAS, the duration of various operations performed by different machines on different products, buffer sizes, and the staffing must be processed before they entry to the simulator, in order to allow their adaptability to the signal handling ofthe simulator.
Key outputs of SIMRdP are the system throughput (the quantity of products produced in each time period), a work-in-process inventory (the quantity of products being worked on in the system), the cycle time (the time from release of jobs into the system to completion), and machine utilization (the proportion of time the machines work on products). These results can be displayed as bar or line charts. By examining the above results, the designers are able to readily identify the system bottlenecks, and to suggest answers to how to alleviate the problems that may arise.
Since a simulation imitates the behaviour of a system as it evolves over time, basic to the approach of this simulation is the building of a model that highlights the vital characteristics of the system. Good models are needed to capture the characteristics of the flexible Manufacturing Systems [10] , namely: concurrency or parallelism, asynchronous operations, deadlock, conflicts and event driven.
Performance Indexes defined for the Flexible Manufacturing Systems
Taking into account the statistical information obtained from the simulation of the temporized Petri Nets, new performance indexes can be defined. Nevertheless, this new information must be refered to the dynamical behaviour of the modelled systems and their functioning specifications.
At this stage, performance evaluation in FMS/FAS allows to answer [8] ., how many machines and/or automatic guided vehicles (AGVs),which transport topology and routing strategy are best suited to obtain, among others: small makespan and/or more balanced flows, optimal work in progress, minimal bottleneck situations, minimal death time for resources,etc.
According to the above considerations, the TPN model proposed in this work and the algorithm for its simulation, the following performance indexes for Flexible Manufacturing/Assembly Systems can be introduced [7] :
I. Production period for a part (PPfP). The total time necessary for the FMS to produce a part, calculated by taking into account the duration of all operations performed over the raw material taken from storages, over the intermediate manufactured parts, and the final processed part stored into the product storages. From the TPN point of view, this index can be reached by computing the Cycle time of the net corresponding to the evolution from an initial marking characterized by: raw material storage busy, all resources of the system free, and product storages free, and another marking corresponding to a state having the product storage busy by the first manufactured part.
Production period for a batch (PPJB).
The total time necessary for the FMS to produce a batch of parts, calculated by taking into account the duration of all operations performed n the raw material picked from the storages, over the intermediate manufactured parts, and the final processed parts deposited into the product storages. From TPN point of view, this index can be reached by computing the Cycle time of the net corresponding to the evolution from an initial marking characterized by: raw material storage busy, all resources of the system free, and product storages free, and another marking corresponding to a state having the product storage busy by all parts composing the batch.
Percentual use of a resource related to a part (PURP):
By analyzing the Gantt diagram of the temporized evolution of the TPN, and taken into account the production cycle for a part (PPfP), and all operations performed by the resource (modelled through transitions, this index is defmed as:
where a; it is the number of occurrence of transition t;, which models the operation op; of the resource r over the part.
Li this summation takes into account all the transitions which model the operations of the resource under study.
4.Percentual use of a resource related to a batch (PURE):
By analyzing the Gantt diagram of the TPN temporized evolution, and taken into account the production cycle for a batch (PPfB), and all operations op; performed by the resource r (modelled through transitions t~), this index is defined as: (2) where a; it is the number of occurrence of transition t;, which models the operation op; of the resource r over the batch Li this summation takes into account all the transitions which model the operations of the resource under study.
PURP={[1:,,d.8(t)]! PPJB}.lOO
Manufactured Parts per Time Units(MPpTU):
Following the definition of "Percentual use of a resource related to a batch (PURB)", and considering the number of parts to be processed in a batch (b), the index is defined as:
By considering the application of the above defined analysis methodology, the designers can now draw major conclusions about the functioning of the modelled Flexible Manufacturing Systems. The optimization of the systems will depend on the final decisions imposed by cost factors, which can be derived from the above presented performance index. For example, if additional capital expenditures are made, what is the time frame for the increased throughput to pay back the investment? Cost analysis will be divided into three activities: assigning cost attributes to modelled resources, defining new performance-cost indexes, and analyzing the results after running one or more simulations.
SYNTHESIS OF CONTROL PROGRAMS
In previous chapters we discussed modelling aspects in terms of the functionality of the FMS/FAS. Once a system is evaluated and a good functional model is obtained, we have a platform on top of which we can run application programs. Such programs or plans can be generated either manualy or resorting to an automatic or interactive planner. Independently of the process used, lets now discuss some aspects related to task plan representation.
Task Representation
A task plan can be represented by an hierarchical structure, following a NOAH -like model. High level operators are expanded into lower level operator [14] . This operator expansion ends when the lowest (primitive) operators are reached. Each primitive operator is performed by a resource agent (physical component). Grasp and ungrasp operations, for instance, will be supported by current tool controller.
In order to determine precedence between operations (precedence graph) two phases are normally considered:
1. product related constraints (determined during process planning) 2. manufacturing system constraints (determined during scheduling)
Once such ordering of actions is determined, we'll have a precedence graph for each level of the hierarchical representation of the plan. Figure 9 illustrates a partial ordering for an intermediate level.
From each level a Petri Net which represents the assembly operations to be carried out, can be directly derived from the precedence graph. Figure 10 illustrates a Petri Net which represents the same partial assembly plan as in figure 9 .
Each graph node can be expanded to another graph, where nodes correspond to next lower level operators. The same kind of expansion can be applied to the Petri Net model, where each place can be expanded to a new Petri Net 
Controller Synthesis
AB mentioned before, Petri Nets are an important tool to model and evaluate the structure and behaviour of controllers and application programs in a manufacturing environment. Complex system dynamics can be described and analysed in a structured way (mathematical methods).The benefits of using a high level modelling tool, like a Temporized Petri Net (TPN) or a Predicate Transition Net (PTN), shouldn't end in their descriptive characteristics but there should be a direct connection between the description and the real controllers. This means that besides supporting the analysis and evaluation, the model could also drive directly its associated local controller. To assure this connection two different approaches could be followed: (1) using PTN to directly program the local controller, which implies a support by its manufacturer or (2) using a PTN translator which converts PTN to the language of the local controller.The first approach is unrealistic, at current stage, because the concept of PTN is not well disseminated among controllers' manufacturers, which makes the second approach a better one. The PTN description should be compiled in order to generate a program which interacts with the real system in the way described by the PTN. The application program or High Level Control Program (HLCP) is generated from a PTN which describes components behaviour and interactions ( Figure 11 ). The HLCP interacts with the execution infrastructure, mainly with the components models. These models are described using an Object/Frame paradigm. As mentioned before, the components operational behaviour is implemented by methods, which interact with the component's local controller through a server which supports an image of the local controller functionalities.
It should be noted that a Component Model can interact with more than one server, depending on the number of needed controllers to control the components being used. For instance there can be different servers to control de robot, the gripper, gravity feeders, etc.
In order to generate the HLCP from a PTN some considerations should be made about PTN. Components actions can only be done in places with marks. Predicates associated to transitions specify conditions. In order to match places to components actions, places' names include components' name and action name separated by an underscore (for instance, the name for the place that describes the grasp action of a robot is named robot_grasp).
The HLCP program generated is like a simulator of the PTN being modelled. Different PTNs may have the same kind of simulator, differing only in which order transitions will be fired and which actions will be done. Program generation module was developed using Prolog, and the generated program is also described in Prolog with a frames extension developed by UNLGolog [15] . The generated program obtained from the Petri Net described in Figure 12 can be seen below. Each section of the generated program is described.The first section is concerned about place definition; every place is defined by an object/frame whose main attribute is the slot mark to store the place's mark value. During this phase the program that contains the components model is consulted.
:-consult('models.pl'). :-new _frame(places), new _slot(places, mark). :-new_frame('RFree'), new_slot('RFree', isa, places), new_slot('RFree', mark, 1). :-new _frame(robot_grasp ),new _slot(robot_grasp,isa,places), new _slot(robot_grasp,mark, 1 ). :-new_frame(robot_move),new_slot(robot_move,isa,places), new_slot(robot_move,mark,O).
After this, transitions are defined. Each transition is defined by checking its enabling condition. When this occurs, input places are updated and transition fires with output place updating and the corresponding method activation: call_method(robot, move, [true] ). This method's code will send a message to the server which will react by sending the command "move" to the robot. The main program consists of a forever cycle that continuously apply the existing transition names and randomly choose one which will be checked for its enabling condition. This generated program runs with a similar behaviour as the PTN shown in figure 12.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a joint research work between UNL/UNINOVA and UNSJ, aimed at developing an hybrid platform for designing, evaluating and controlling Flexible Manufacturing/Assembly Systems. At present, the individual modules have been developed and separately tested and the main concepts related to their linking/integration have been designed.
A first applicative case was made for a subset of the NovaFlex pilot FMS/FAS system. Next phase will be the integration of individual parts through normalized models representation.
